
Amy and Craig Cameron live in Scotland and have two 
lively boys, Caleb who is five and Zac aged three, who 
has Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) Type 1. SMA is a 
rare, genetically inherited neuromuscular condition which 
causes progressive muscle weakness and loss of  
movement. Until recently there were no treatments  
available and babies born with SMA Type 1 were not  
expected to survive their second birthday.  
 
However, there is now hope for many of these children 
thanks to the Standards of Care which have improved 
and developed over the last ten years and the first drug 
treatment, nusinersen, which Zac began in 2017.  
 
Amy says that thanks to nusinersen, “Zac now has  
improved head control and can sit up and play in his 
chair for longer periods of time. He has gained the 
strength to learn to drive his power wheelchair and this 
has given him great independence and enabled him to 
have fun with his big brother.”  
 
Zac can also now splash his legs in the bath and he can 
lift his arms higher to play with his toys. He recently  
started nursery this year which is a milestone that Amy 
and Craig did not know that they would ever see. “Since 
treatment Zac has kept in much better general health 
and we have spent much less time in hospital which is a 
miracle for us all.” 
 
Since Zac’s diagnosis, the family has also had  
personalised support from SMA UK’s Outreach Team, 
ranging from advice on equipment such as car seats, to  
information for staff at nursery.  The help they have  
received has inspired the Camerons to get involved in 
fundraising which has included Amy putting on a monthly 
Cake Club and a Charity of the Year partnership with 
Craig’s employer.  
 
Nusinersen is now offered to children with SMA Type 1 
in Scotland through NHS Scotland. At the time of writing, 
there is yet to be a decision about its availability in the 
rest of the UK, where it is currently no longer available..  
SMA UK believes that everyone with SMA, not only 
those with SMA Type 1, should have the choice of  
access to treatment which is why we have been, and still 
are, working hard to advocate for this throughout the UK. 
By supporting The Big Give Christmas Challenge, you 
are helping SMA UK continue its vital  advocacy work on 
and to continue providing information and support  
services for the SMA Community.  
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